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This study presents a comparative analysis between two structural design ideas in

the Ecuadorian constructionmarket: hidden vs. drop beams. Due to its location in a

high seismic zone, structural design considerations in Ecuador must be made with

care. Therefore, to offer improved strength to seismic forces, special moment

frames are the most common structural system used. However, hidden beams are

popular in low story buildings because of a notion of a cheaper system, despite

evidence of collapse during earthquake events. In this study we look at special

moment frames using hidden type and drop type beams, in terms of cost, structural,

and seismic performance. A total of 32 structural models are analyzed, out of which

16 aremodels of buildings containinghiddenbeamsandanother 16 are dropbeams.

Linear and nonlinear static analysis, nonlinear local analysis, and moment curvature

analysis of themodeled structures are performed tocompare their seismic behavior.

The structural design is carried out based on linear static analysis to obtain the total

cost of all models. Additionally, a nonlinear static pushover analysis was conducted

to assess roof displacement. The evidence shows that when using hidden beams,

roof displacement is 20%–55% higher than when using drop beams, despite the

nearly negligible differences in terms of cost. The evidence also shows that

structures with drop beams, have a 22%–28% higher nominal flexural moment

than structures with hidden beams, while achieving a 27%–31% higher curvature

ductility. This research shows evidence on how structures with drop beams have a

better behavior in high seismic risk zoneswhen compared to structures with hidden

beams, whose use although allowed, should be limited.
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Introduction

Ecuador is a country located in the Pacific Ring of Fire,

considered a high seismic hazard zone by Beauval et al. (2018).

Therefore, construction techniques in these regions need to

accommodate strength and resistance properties accordingly.

Amongst the recommended structural systems, special

moment frames are commonly utilized systems, mainly

because of the current Ecuadorian Construction Code (NEC)

includes them as an allowable method for seismic resisting

structures, (NEC, 2014). However, there are two special

moment-frame systems, described in NEC: 1) Special moment

frame with drop beams, and 2) Special moment frame with

hidden beams. These systems are commonly used on five to 12-

story buildings in Ecuador, and both are allowed without any

additional consideration according to Lanning et al. (2016).

Despite being a topic of significant importance in earthquake

engineering, the body of literature is rather limited when searching

for related studies comparing structures using dropped vs. hidden

special moment frames. Some research studies on this topic are

focused on feasibility analyses using special moment frames with

hidden beams, leaning towards limiting this type of system and

recommending the use of drop beams instead. Navyashree and

Sahana (2014) compared interstory drifts of hidden and drop beam

systems and demonstrated that the former could present up to three

times more drift than systems with the latter. According to

Benavent-Climent (2005), Chira et al. (2022), this is largely

expected as hidden beam floor systems have relatively low

bending stiffness, lateral stiffness, and energy dissipation capacity

under monotonic and cyclic loads compared with drop beam

frames. Samir (2021) conducted a comparative study between

solid slabs on drop beams, ribbed slabs on shallow (hidden)

beams, and flat plates with or without drop panels, using

performance-based analysis for medium-rise buildings. Some of

his analyses included static, nonlinear, pushover, and dynamic, and

he concluded that models with drop beams offer the maximum

mechanical characteristics for use in seismic areas. Özbek et al.

(2020) reported an experimental study where the strength and

deflection of hidden and T-beams were compared. Here, hidden

beams reached their yielding strength after surpassing the deflection

limit. It was also concluded that hidden beams could never achieve

the same strength offered by a drop beam. Regarding the differences

between frames with hidden beams and flat slab systems, Samir and

Diab (2014) provided evidence that there are no significant

differences between both systems.

According to the Ecuadorian Construction Code, the

response modification factor, R, for hidden beams is 5, which

is considered a limited ductility system. Conversely, the R factor

for drop beams has a value of 8. Therefore, during the design

process, hidden beams are designed such that they must

overcome higher seismic forces compared to those affecting

drop beams (NEC, 2014; Rovello and Andrea, 2014).

Interstory drift, concrete strength and R factor are important

parameters considered in some seismic vulnerability index

methodologies in reinforced concrete buildings, (Kassem et al.,

2022a; Kassem et al., 2022b). The response modification factors

for these systems are consistent with those ductility levels

mentioned above. During a seismic event, hidden beam

systems are expected to require bigger columns than drop

beam systems, thus providing global stiffness and reducing

interstory drifts. However, the depth of drop beams is limited

by architectural design. On the contrary, the depth of hidden

beams is limited by the slab depth within the system. Thus,

practicing engineers in Ecuador usually impose this dimension

between 0.2 and 0.25 m. Limited by this condition, the only way

to match the stiffness of a hidden beam system with a drop beam

system is by increasing the beam width.

Regarding the design methodology, the load resistance factor

design method (LRFD) is used to obtain an adequate nominal

flexural moment. Hidden beams have a low depth and little lever

arm. Therefore, these beams will require a greater amount of

rebar to obtain the same nominal flexural moment as drop

beams. By having a greater amount of reinforcement ratio and

low depth, the ductility decreases. This is the main reason to

consider hidden beam systems as having limited ductility

structural capacity, and why they should be specially treated

in seismic zones (Aguiar, 2003).

As shown above, there are a limited number of numerical

studies comparatively investigating the performance of hidden

and drop beam special moment frames (Navyashree and Sahana,

2014; Özbek et al., 2020; Samir, 2021). These are either different

loading conditions and specific seismic design requirements not

representative for the Ecuadorian seismic hazard risk. Moreover, as

noted above some studies indicate a limited difference in response

between systems, (Samir and Diab, 2014), whilst other

investigations, (Navyashree and Sahana, 2014), point to three-

fold increase in drift for hidden beam systems compared with

their counterparts. Considering the lack of comparative detailed

studies on such frame systems under seismic loading as well as

contrasting remarks in the literature, there is a need to carry out

comparative assessments in the region-specific guidelines. The

contribution of this paper is to provide an understanding of

structural system selection and design in a regional context, with

the main outcomes suitable for other regions with similar seismic

action. Very few studies compare models of hidden and drop beams

in terms of costs and their performance in earthquakes, which

motivates this research study. The results provide evidence of

differences between both structural systems in terms of story

drift, construction costs, performance point, and ductility and

which one is the best option to consider in high risk seismic zones.

Methodology

A 3D model of a 3-story building is proposed herein to

compare hidden vs. drop beam systems. Plan irregularities have
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not been considered; thus, they do not impact the global results

by adding torsional forces. Seismic force is assumed only with 5%

of accidental torsion to evaluate the translation behavior of each

model. Elevation irregularities are not considered to minimize

impact to interstory drift results (NEC, 2014; NEC-SE-HM,

2014).

Two cases, one with a hidden beam and one with a drop

beam moment frame system, are shown in Figure 1. These

systems are used on a 3-story building model, with 3 m height

between floors, resulting in a 9 m high building. The plan

configuration has a regular grid in both directions, with three

spans of 4.5 m between axes. To compare both structural

systems, the models are made with different cross-sections

of the structural elements, both in beams and columns. The

columns have squared cross-sections, and the beams have

different sections depending on the beam type. Hidden type

beams are limited in depth by the thickness of the slab;

therefore, this type of beam only increases its width by

0.05 m (Table 2). Regarding drop beams, their depth is

increased by 5 cm (Table 1).

Linear static analysis

Structural analysis and design of the 32 models shown in

Tables 1 and 2 are required to obtain interstory drifts, rebar

requirements, and structure costs, according to the ACI

318R-19 (2019) Special Moment Frame section and the

NEC-SE-HM (2014). Seismic design is completed as per

NEC specifications. Here, the seismic demand is obtained

by the elastic response spectra of Guayaquil city, assuming

a soil type: D, (NEC, 2014). The base shear force is determined

with an importance factor of 1, a mass source equal to 100% of

the total dead load, and a spectral acceleration according to

the fundamental period, obtained from NEC (2014), which is

0.397 s. In order to evaluate the behavior of both systems, all

models are analyzed with the same spectral acceleration. The

structural analysis and design are conducted considering

seismic response modification factors of eight and five for

drop and hidden beams, respectively.

The structural systems above are modeled using ETABS

(Version 19.0.0). Material parameters fc′ � 21 MPa and fy =

420 MPa are selected. For this research study, a two-way

ribbed slab is modeled as a “thin shell” type element of

0.25 m total depth, as presented in Figure 2. The reason for

this design decision is to transmit torsion to the beams and, thus,

determine if the beams comply with shear stress due to shear

force and torsion requirements of ACI 318R-19 (2019). The

moment of inertia is modified according to the structural

element, 0.3 for hidden beams and two-way ribbed slabs (ACI

318R-19, 2019), 0.5 for drop beams and 0.8 for columns, to

include cracked sections according to NEC guidelines.

FIGURE 1
Structural system with (A) hidden beam section; (B) drop beam section.

TABLE 2 List of hidden beam models.

Beam section Column section

C40 × 40 C45 × 45 C50 × 50 C55 × 55

H35 × 25 Model#17 Model#18 Model#19 Model#20

H40 × 25 Model#21 Model#22 Model#23 Model#24

H45 × 25 Model#25 Model#26 Model#27 Model#28

H50 × 25 Model#29 Model#30 Model#31 Model#32

TABLE 1 List of drop beam models.

Beam section Column section

C40 × 40 C45 × 45 C50 × 50 C55 × 55

B25 × 35 Model#1 Model#2 Model#3 Model#4

B25 × 40 Model#5 Model#6 Model#7 Model#8

B25 × 45 Model#9 Model#10 Model#11 Model#12

B25 × 50 Model#13 Model#14 Model#15 Model#16
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Gravitational loads of 6 kN/m2 and 2 kN/m2 are defined for

superimposed dead and live loads, respectively.

Although all 32 models are loaded considering the same

gravitational loads, the structural elements’ self-weight varies

since they have different cross-sections in the columns and

beams. Therefore, the seismic weight depends on each model,

and the lateral seismic force is assigned to rigid diaphragms.

Here, a perfect fixed restraint at the base is assumed. The

connections between beams and columns are considered with

a rigid-zone factor of 50% at the end-length offsets.

All the modeled structures are analyzed to obtain the total

cost. The cost index is used for comparison purposes to

simplify the data obtained from the estimated budget. It

represents values between 1 and 2. Quantity 1 represents

the lowest budget of all the analyzed structures, whereas

quantity two represents the highest budget. The slab

structure is composed of 21 MPa concrete, hollow blocks

for weight-lightening purposes, and top and bottom layers

of one 12 mm fy = 420 MPa steel rebar per rib. Additionally,

the cost reduction on slab construction produced by the

shoring procedure on hidden beam structures is considered

in this analysis. A summary of concrete slab material costs

(labor included) for hidden and drop beams is shown in

Table 3. The structural costs for beams and columns are

FIGURE 2
Two-way ribbed slab cross-section.

TABLE 3 Material costs for slab (Currency: US dollar).

Material Quantity Hidden beam
slab unit
cost $

Drop beam
slab unit
Cost$

$/m2 hidden
beam slab

$/m2 drop
beam slab

Concrete fc′ � 21 MPa 0.122 m3/m2 $ 215.00 $ 225.00 $ 49.90 $ 51.12

Blocks 8 U/m2 $ 0.80 $ 0.80

Rebar Steel fy = 420 MPa 9.04 kg/m2 $ 1.91 $ 1.91

TABLE 4 Material costs for columns and beams (Currency: US dollar).

Material Unit cost $ Unit

Rebar Steel fy = 420 MPa 1910.00 $/Ton

Concrete fc′ � 21 MPa 254.00 $/m3

TABLE 5 Concrete and reinforcement steel stress-strain variables.

Description Adopted values

fc′ Compressive strength of concrete (MPa) 21

εco Unconfined concrete strain 0.002

εcm Unconfined concrete maximum strain 0.004

fy Yield stress of longitudinal rebar (MPa) 420

fsu Maximum stress of longitudinal rebar (MPa) 630

Es Rebar Modulus of elasticity (MPa) 204,080

εy Strain of longitudinal rebar at yield 0.00206

εsh Strain at start of hardening of rebar 0.01235

εsu Maximum strain of longitudinal rebar 0.07409

fyh Yield stress of stirrups (MPa) 420

εshu Maximum strain of stirrups 0.07409

dbh Stirrup diameter (mm) 10
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estimated according to Ecuadorian unit costs from Arciniega

Larrea and Suárez Coba (2016) (Table 4).

Nonlinear static analysis

Once the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement of all the

structural elements of the models have been obtained, plastic

hinges are generated when a nonlinear static pushover analysis is

conducted. The ETABS software package is used for the

assignment of automatic plastic hinges, based on the ASCE

41–17 standard, (ASCE, 2017), at the beginning and end of

the clear length of each structural element of the building models.

A nonlinear static dead load case is generated to perform the

nonlinear static pushover. This procedure pushes the structure

laterally with a load pattern related to the elastic lateral seismic

force corresponding to the model under analysis.

A series of pushover curves are obtained With all the

settled information on the models. Moreover, the

corresponding response elastic spectrum is also computed

using the FEMA 440 method. As a result, the performance

points of analysis models with H35 × 25, B25 × 35, H45 × 25,

and B25 × 45 are calculated according to FEMA-440 (2005);

Velásquez Londoño (2017). In addition, the base shear, roof

displacement, vibration period and effective damping are

obtained. This information is then used to compare the

global behavior of buildings with hidden and drop beam

systems.

TABLE 6 Interstory drift results.

Structural system Beam section Column section

C40 × 40 C45 × 45 C50 × 50 C55 × 55

Drop Beam B25 × 35 M#1: 1.66% M#2: 1.40% M#3: 1.20% M#4: 1.04%

B25 × 40 M#5: 1.32% M#6: 1.14% M#7: 0.96% M#8: 0.84%

B25 × 45 M#9: 1.24% M#10: 0.92% M#11: 0.80% M#12: 0.72%

B25 × 50 M#13: 0.90% M#14: 0.76% M#15: 0.66% M#16: 0.60%

Hidden Beam H35 × 25 M#17: 3.25% M#18: 2.85% M#19: 2.43% M#20: 2.04%

H40 × 25 M#21: 3.23% M#22: 2.68% M#23: 2.30% M#24: 1.96%

H45 × 25 M#25: 3.08% M#26: 2.54% M#27: 2.20% M#28: 1.89%

H50 × 25 M#29: 2.95% M#30: 2.45% M#31: 2.10% M#32: 1.81%

FIGURE 3
Interstory drift results of drop beam models.
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Moment-curvature diagram

The linear static procedure is to analyze each model’s beam

with the highest rebar area. With this information, the moment-

curvature diagrams for beams from models 9, 12, 25, and 28 are

obtained. Then, the local behavior of the hidden and drop beams

is compared. To analyze the local curvature ductility of the plastic

hinge zone on hidden and drop beam elements, stress-strain

diagrams of the confined and unconfined concrete are

determined according to the model of Kent and Park (1971)

of Eq. (1). Moreover, the stress-strain diagram of reinforcement

steel was defined by the model developed by Park and Paulay

(1991). Consequently, the static equilibrium equations are

obtained by considering the deformation compatibility

conditions of the unconfined, and confined concrete and rebar

steel. Then for each concrete unit strain, the nominal moment

and curvature of the section are determined, thus obtaining the

moment-curvature diagram (Paulay and Priestley, 1992;

Córdova, 2015).

fc′ �
fc′

2ε
εco

− ε

εco
( )2[ ] 0≤ ε≤ εco

fc′ 1 − Z ε − εco( )[ ] εco ≤ ε≤ ε20c

0.2fc′ ε≥ ε20c

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
. (1)

All the variables and the adopted values appearing in Eq. 1 are

defined in Table 5. Regarding reinforcement steel stress-strain

curve, it is defined by Eqs. 2–4.

fs � m εs − εsh( ) + 2
60 εs − εsh( ) + 2

+ 60 −m( ) εs − εsh( )
2 30r + 1( )2[ ]fy (2)

where m and r are:

m � fsu/fy( ) 30r + 1( )2 + 60r − 1

15r2
(3)

r � εsu − εsh. (4)

Similarly, the variables in Eq. 2 are defined in Table 5.

The ductility due to the curvature of the different sections is

computed through:

U � φu

φy

, (5)

where φu is the ultimate curvature and φy is the yield curvature of

the section. According to Paulay and Priestley (1992), the yield

curvature considers the first yield of the tensile rebar, and for the

ultimate curvature, this corresponds to the failure point, that is

the last point in the moment-curvature diagram.

Since seismic-resistant design codes emphasize that beams

should not fail due to shear actions, there are some types of

failure that control the flexural behavior of beam sections, these

are: failure due to crushing of the concrete by rupture of the stirrups,

which means that concrete loses the confinement and fails due to

crushing, and tensile rupture of the longitudinal rebar. To consider

the latter, themoment-curvature diagrammust be interrupted when

the unit strain of the tensile rebar exceeds εsu. While considering the

former, the moment-curvature diagram must be interrupted when

FIGURE 4
Interstory drift results of hidden beam models.
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the unit strain of the compression concrete exceeds εcu, Paulay and

Priestley (1992) which is established by:

εcu � 0.004 + 1.4psfyhεsm
fcc′

, (6)

where ps is the volumetric ratio of confining steel for rectangular

sections pS = px + py. In this case, since we are using the Kent and

Park model for confined concrete, thus fcc′ � f′c. Kent and Park
model is commonly used on elements with high levels of

confinement, such as columns. However, Delalibera (2002);

Nogueira and Rodrigues (2017) used this model to consider

the confinement on beams bending caused by the transversal

reinforcement.

The flexural capacity and curvature ductility along plastic hinge

zones, are compared between hidden and drop beams according to

the structural design from Subsection 2.1. Longitudinal and

transverse reinforcement is computed and thus used to obtain

the flexural capacity and curvature ductility. It is expected to

have higher capacity and ductility on drop beams than on

hidden beams due to their depth-width relation, (Aguiar, 2003).

Results and discussion

Interstory drift (linear static analysis)

Interstory drift analysis was conducted in all the considered

structural models, using the linear static analysis approach

(Table 1, 2), and their results are summarized in Table 6.

As shown in Figure 3 (drop beams), the maximum

interstory drift value occurs in Model #1 with 1.66%, and

the minimum value of 0.6% appears in Model #16. The

influence of increasing the beam section depth is equivalent

to increasing the column width and depth, which is manifested

in isoline slopes, which suggests the effectiveness of drop beams

when compared with hidden beams. For the case of hidden

beams, the analysis results are presented in Table 6. Here, the

maximum interstory drift value appears in Model #17, with

3.25%, and the minimum of 1.81% occurs in Model #32. The

data suggest that increasing the column section is more effective

than increasing the beam width.

A closer look at the data presented in Figures 3, 4 indicates

that a 0.05 m depth increase in drop beams is equivalent to a

0.15 m width increase in hidden beams. These results show

that the influence of drop beams’ depth is threefold over

FIGURE 5
Required longitudinal reinforcement ratio.

TABLE 7 Longitudinal reinforcement for columns.

Column section Rebar provided Total
rebar area (cm2)

ρ (%)

40 × 40 8ϕ18 mm 20.32 1.27

45 × 45 8ϕ18 mm 20.32 1.00

50 × 50 12ϕ18 mm 30.48 1.22

55 × 55 12ϕ18 mm 30.48 1.01
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hidden beams’ width (Samir, 2021). It should be noted that the

present study considers interstory drift limits as per the NEC:

all drop beam models have a maximum interstory drift less

than 2%, which is the maximum allowed by the referred code.

Regarding the hidden beam system, only three models comply

with the Ecuadorian Code: Model #24, Model #28, and Model

FIGURE 6
Cost index of drop beam models.

FIGURE 7
Cost index of hidden beam models.
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#32. Based on the obtained results from the elastic analysis, it

was found that the buildings containing drop beams have

greater lateral stiffness, which decreases the maximum

interstory drift, with respect to the results obtained in

buildings containing hidden beams. The maximum drifts

obtained in drop beam models were two to three times

lower than those obtained in hidden beam models.

Beam longitudinal reinforcement ratio

Themaximum reinforcement ratio of eachmodel is shown in

Figure 5. From a seismic design standpoint, this parameter has

much relevance, as ductility mainly depends on it. For hidden

beammodels, the reinforcement ratio is between 0.72% and 1.1%,

whereas for drop beam models, the ratio lies between 0.35% and

0.66%. It proves that hidden beams require 90% more

longitudinal steel than drop beams, which in turn means that

the ductility will be lower and the cost higher in terms of rebar

steel (Paulay and Priestley, 1992; Samir, 2021).

Torsion and shear requirements for beams

During the design process, some hidden beam models

presented problems with torsion and shear design. The

obtained results reveal that Model #17 has a 47.22% of beams

that do not comply with the torsion/shear interaction. Similarly,

TABLE 8 Cost difference between drop and hidden beam systems.

Hidden beam model Hidden beam model Cost difference between
systems (%)

Model#1 Model#17 5.71

Model#2 Model#18 5.01

Model#3 Model#19 3.09

Model#4 Model#20 2.32

Model#5 Model#21 4.02

Model#6 Model#22 2.85

Model#7 Model#23 1.22

Model#8 Model#24 1.07

Model#9 Model#25 3.23

Model#10 Model#26 1.89

Model#11 Model#27 1.26

Model#12 Model#28 1.43

Model#13 Model#29 3.12

Model#14 Model#30 2.73

Model#15 Model#31 2.14

Model#16 Model#32 1.83

TABLE 9 Total costs for building structure.

Structural system Beam section Column section

C40 × 40 C45 × 45 C50 × 50 C55 × 55

Drop Beam B25 × 35 $ 56,848.3 $ 58,796.9 $ 65,460.3 $ 68,022.8

B25 × 40 $ 58,929.5 $ 60,886.7 $ 67,531.3 $ 70,078.8

B25 × 45 $ 60,906.0 $ 62,851.8 $ 69,502.0 $ 71,993.0

B25 × 50 $ 61,858.6 $ 63,765.8 $ 70,377.5 $ 73,026.5

Hidden Beam H35 × 25 $ 60,092.3 $ 61,743.1 $ 67,483.1 $ 69,600.8

H40 × 25 $ 61,301.2 $ 62,620.2 $ 68,351.8 $ 70,826.2

H45 × 25 $ 62,871.7 $ 64,041.9 $ 70,379.6 $ 73,022.5

H50 × 25 $ 63,786.5 $ 65,509.4 $ 71,881.8 $ 74,360.3
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Model #18 has a 7.78%, and Model #21 presents an 11.11% non-

compliance. Nevertheless, this could be solved by reducing the

torsional constant, which was not considered in this study.

Hidden beam buildings do not meet allowable criteria,

requiring an increased lateral stiffening of the whole structure,

either by increasing the section of beams or columns, to achieve

compliance. The shear design of beams suggests that drop beams

have a better performance against shear and torsion forces than

hidden beams.

Cost comparison

According to the structural design, columns C40 × 40 and C45 ×

45 have a longitudinal reinforcement of 20.32 cm2, equivalent to eight

18 mm diameter bars, and columns C50 × 50 and C55 × 55 have a

rebar area of 30.48 cm2, equivalent to twelve 18 mm diameter bars.

Table 7 summarizes the longitudinal reinforcements of columns.

Figure 6 shows the cost index for different structural sections.

The results presented here indicate that cost increases as

TABLE 10 FEMA 440 equivalent linearization results.

Structural system Beam flexural
rigidity

Model Damping ratio
(%)

Effective period
(s)

Ductility ratio

Drop Beams 0.5 EcIg #1 14.05 0.97 2.75

#2 14.14 0.89 2.76

#3 13.98 0.82 2.77

#4 14.39 0.77 2.79

#9 18.17 0.92 3.45

#10 16.23 0.78 3.28

#11 16.32 0.73 3.13

#12 17.02 0.71 3.31

Hidden Beams 0.3 EcIg #17 8.64 1.25 1.97

#18 7.83 1.03 2.05

#19 7.72 0.88 1.81

#20 7.24 0.81 1.93

#25 8.27 1.06 1.91

#26 9.16 0.99 2.05

#27 7.73 0.85 1.82

#28 7.29 0.79 1.95

FIGURE 8
Global ductility ratio results.
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structural sections increase. The maximum cost index is 1.89 for

a combination of a C55 × 55 column paired with a B25 ×

50 beam, and the minimum cost index of 1 occurs for a

combination of a C40 × 40 column with a B25 × 35 beam.

An important finding was identified in the change of column

sections, where it can be observed that the cost index increased

around 30% between C45 × 45 and C50 × 50. The main reason

for this is the change of the minimum longitudinal reinforcement

on the columns (Table 7).

A similar situation is observed in the hidden beam case, whose

cost index chart is shown in Figure 7. Themost significant difference

is the maximum cost index, which reaches a value of two for a

combination of C55 × 55 column with an H50 × 25 beam.

According to the interstory drift analysis, the models that comply

with the Ecuadorian code are Model #24, Model #28, and Model

#32. Cost differences with drop beam equivalentmodels are between

1% and 2% (Table 8), representing a negligible cost factor. A

summary of superstructure costs is shown in Table 9.

A comparison of interstory drifts and costs shows that Model

#1 and Model #32 evidence similar interstory drifts. From a

seismic design standpoint, these two models also have similar

behavior, with a difference of 9% between interstory drifts but

FIGURE 9
Effective period results.

FIGURE 10
Damping ratio results.
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with a 31% difference in costs. Since the results show that

constructing buildings with drop beams instead of hidden

beams is more economical and the interstory drift is small,

the data implies that it is more cost-effective and technically

feasible. At the same time, a lower interstory drift implies that the

repair costs of the building after a seismic event are also lower.

Non-linear static analysis (global
parameters)

Nonlinear static analysis was performed using the ASCE

41–17 modeling parameters for beams and columns (ASCE,

2017). A FEMA 440 equivalent linearization was used to

determine the performance points and global parameters from

the nonlinear static analysis (FEMA-440, 2005). The results and

global parameters are shown in Table 10. Drop beam models

have higher values for damping and ductility ratio than hidden

beammodels. Also, the effective period is higher on hidden beam

models due to their low stiffness.

Next, the global ductility ratios are compared between hidden

beam (red) and drop beam (blue) models. The results in Figure 8

suggest that drop beam models have a ductility ratio between

2.75 and 3.31. On the other hand, for hidden beams, the ductility

ratio is approximately two on all the analyzed models. The

ductility ratio is 50% higher in models of buildings containing

FIGURE 11
H35 × 25 and B25 × 35 Pushover curves.

FIGURE 12
H45 × 25 and B25 × 45 Pushover curves.
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drop beams than in those with hidden beams. This result is

probably due to the greater height and the lower amount of rebar

required by the drop beams for the same bending demand. Thus,

drop beam structures have better seismic behavior when

compared to hidden beam models, (Sanchez Aguilar, 2010).

Changes in the width of hidden beams do not affect the

system ductility. On the contrary, increasing the drop beam

depth will significantly increase the system ductility ratio.

The effective period is a parameter also considered in this

study. Figure 9 compares the effective period for different

beam/column combinations, where B refers to a drop beam

and H to a hidden beam. Hidden beam models show a higher

effective period than drop beam models. This result suggests

that buildings with hidden beams are more flexible since they

have a greater effective period than buildings with drop

beams. This demonstrated that buildings with hidden

beams deform more laterally in earthquakes, given their

flexibility. The highest period for hidden beam models is

1.25 s, and for drop beam structures is 0.97 s, which

represents a 29% difference.

Figure 10 shows the differences in damping ratios for

different beam/column combinations, using the same letter

scheme as Figure 9. It can be observed that for drop beam

models, the damping ratios are above 14%, and for hidden

beam models, the damping ratios drop below 10%. According

to these results, the percentage of damping is higher in models

containing drop beams (133%) than in buildings containing

hidden beams (63%). This allows hidden beam model

buildings to better dissipate the effects of earthquakes in the

nonlinear range.

Performance points

Performance points obtained from the nonlinear static

analysis following FEMA-440, exhibit differences in base shear

and displacement values, according to the pushover curves of

Figure 11. Values of base shear for H35 × 25 hidden beam section

are between 907.70 kN and 1,272.70 kN, which can be compared

with the B25 × 35 drop beam pushover curve that shows base

shear values between 951.93 kN and 1,667.62 kN. According to

these results, drop beam systems present higher base shear

FIGURE 13
Performance point curves.

TABLE 11 Moment-curvature results.

Structural system Parameters Column section

C40x40 C55x55

Drop Beams B25 × 45 Model # 9 12

Ρ 0.58% 0.46%

φy (Rad/m) 0.0072 0.007

φu (Rad/m) 0.4332 0.6784

Curvature Ductility U 60.17 96.91

Mmax (KN-m) 115.24 93.96

Hidden Beams H45 × 25 Model # 25 28

Ρ 1.43% 1.06%

φy (Rad/m) 0.0181 0.0176

φu (Rad/m) 0.8438 1.2973

Curvature Ductility U 46.62 73.71

Mmax (KN-m) 94.41 72.80
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values, with a mean difference of 5.5%. In terms of displacement,

drop beam systems evidence lower displacements with a mean

difference of 15.6%.

In contrast with the H45 × 25 hidden beam and B25 ×

45 drop beam models, higher differences are observed in the

pushover curves presented in Figure 12. Here, the base shear of

the H45 × 25 models is between around 999.68 kN and

1,394.60 kN, which is 23.8% lower than that of B25 × 45 drop

beam model. Therefore, drop beam models show higher base

shear values, and the differences increase as the beam depth

increases. Regarding displacements, it can be observed that drop

beam models have 20% lower displacements than hidden beam

models. These results demonstrate a better seismic performance

of drop beam systems instead of hidden beam systems.

A summary of performance points is presented in Figure 13,

where Fx is the base shear obtained by the model and Fmin is the

minimum base shear obtained by the 16 analysis models, of

which 8 are hidden beam models and the other eight are drop

beam models, see models in Table 10. On the other axis, Ux and

Umin are the roof displacement and minimum roof displacement

of the 16 models, respectively. The analysis shows that the effect

of stiffness on beam sections and column sections represents a

decrease in displacements and an increase in base shear values.

Based on the nonlinear static pushover analysis, these results

show an improvement in the seismic behavior of buildings with

drop beams instead of those with hidden beams. The

displacement ratio defined by Ux/Umin shows that buildings

with hidden beams deform more significantly than buildings

with drop beams, that is to say, about 55% more with respect to

the model with beam section B25 × 45 and columns of C55 × 55.

At the same time, the stiffer buildings support higher basal shears

with lower deformations, i.e., they have better seismic behavior,

similar to Samir (2021) results.

Beam section comparison (material non-
linearity)

To compare ductility and flexural capacity for beams with the

highest longitudinal reinforcement ratios of the models shown in

Table 11, several moment-curvature diagrams were generated

and overlapped in Figure 14. The main factors that affect

moment-curvature diagrams are the beam cross-section,

longitudinal reinforcement ratio, and stirrup spacing. Results

suggest that drop beams have 20%–30% higher maximum

moment values than hidden beam sections. As expected,

section ductility in drop beams is higher than in hidden

beams because of having a lower longitudinal reinforcement

ratio. Drop beam sections’ ductility is approximately 30%

higher than hidden beam sections, which demonstrates its

advantages in terms of stiffness, ductility, steel reinforcement,

and flexural capacity, (Paulay and Priestley, 1992; Aguiar, 2003;

Córdova, 2015).

Conclusion

This study presented a comparative analysis between the

seismic response of two types of reinforced concrete frame

systems, provided either with hidden beams embedded in the

floor, or drop beams that run down the floor depth. Three-

dimensional models were constructed using ETABS are

constructed for selected cases of beam/column combinations

of both hidden and drop structural systems. Among the

32 structural models carried out for this research, of the

16 models concerning reinforced concrete special moment

frames with hidden beams, only three models comply with

the maximum allowable story drift according to the

FIGURE 14
Moment-curvature diagrams.
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Ecuadorian Construction Code. The remaining hidden beam

models have unacceptable interstory drifts greater than the

maximum allowable 2%. The drift parameter could only be

controlled using the strongest C55 × 55 column section

available in this study, combined with 40 cm, 45 cm, and

50 cm wide hidden beams. All the models concerning

reinforced concrete special moment frames with drop beams

complied rigorously with this allowable drift limit, ranging from

1.66% for Model #1 (B25 × 35 beams with C40 × 40 columns), to

0.60% for Model #16 (B25 × 50 beams with C55 × 55 columns).

From a budget standpoint, out of the 32 models, a significant

difference between models with drop beams versus those with

hidden beams could not be established. Although it is notorious

that the models of buildings with hidden beams require a greater

amount of rebar. However, their price is somehow compensated by

the ease of labor on the beams and slabs of the same formwork

surface, which is easier constructively and speeds up construction

times. In any case, the price difference still exists, being more

noticeable for the models composed of C40 × 40 columns, where

the buildings made up of hidden beams are up to 5.71% more

expensive than their drop beam counterparts. However, since only

models #24, #28, and #32 comply with the maximum allowable

interstory drift, these are the only models containing hidden beam

buildings where a fair comparison of analysis and prices could be

made. Furthermore, since any drop beam building models meet the

maximum allowable interstory drift parameter, a price comparison

can be made with any of these models, even including Model #1.

Thus, it could be estimated that the price of a hidden beam building

is as much as 31% higher than the price of a drop beam building.

For this research, the differences in the linear, nonlinear, local,

and global behavior of buildings formed by hidden beams and drop

beams are evident, reinforced concrete special moment frames with

drop beams being more feasible from the engineering, technical and

economic point of view. However, using hidden beams in buildings is

not ill-advised as long as adequate design and analysis are conducted,

considering the corresponding design regulations. This type of system

is attractive when a design without drop beams in the slab is needed.
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